
Time is valuable to everyone ...    

but skin is a treasure  

that needs time to be 
taken care of.



XPERT Sirta LIFT
N O  W R I N K L E S  I N  A N  I N S T A N T

A global action anti-ageing serum with an immediate 

and prolonged lifting effect that rejuvenates your skin.
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20%  

SIRTALICE ™ 

+ 

 NGF *

*Combination of natural growth factors: Epitensive TM + Sceyelle TM . Growth factors bioidentical to the human ones produced in plant biofactories.
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In vivo efficacy
20 Caucasian women (35-45 years old) applied 

a cream with 2% Sirtalice™ to the middle of 
their face, twice a day for 28 days. On the other 

half of the face, a placebo was applied.

2% Sirtalice™



Immediate efficacy
(30 minutes)

Long-lasting efficacy
(28 days)

Benefits

Flash lifting effect01

Reduction in the depth  
of wrinkles03

Reduction of wrinkles  
around the eyes04

It improves the texture, 
roughness and uniformity 
of the skin

05

Firmer and more elastic skin06

Brighter, more hydrated skin07

It remodels the facial oval 
into a V shape02
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efficacy 

Up to 

25 % 
of improvement in the 
area under the eyes

Up to

44% 

+ elasticity and 
firmness3%  

more 
elastic skin13.3%  

brighter 
skin10%  

firmer 
skin11.4%  

more 
hydrated skin14%  

IN VIVO EFFICACY : 20 Caucasian women (35-45 years old) applied a cream with 2% 
Sirtalice™ to the middle of their face, twice a day for 28 days. On the other half of the face, 
a placebo was applied.



In vivo efficacy
SingulaDerm XPERT SirtaLIFT was applied on a 

visible wrinkle. Evaluation in 10 minutes.

20% Sirtalice™



XPERT SirtaLIFT T = 0 min XPERT SirtaLIFT T = 10 minXPERT SirtaLIFT T = 0 min XPERT SirtaLIFT T = 10 min

XPERT Sirta LIFT
Immediate and prolonged lifting effect

Volume-54.7%  Depth-50.6%  

Immediate efficacy
(10 minutes)



* In vivo test, performed on 20 volunteers applying cream gel with 1.5% of Scelleye TM twice a day for 28 days.* In vivo test performed on 20 volunteers applying cream gel with 1.5% of Epitensive TM twice a day for 28 days.
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-3% roughness -23% wrinkles

-11% depth  -8% volume

-33% depth  -43% volume

Up to ten years of 
physiological skin 

rejuvenation.
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EPITENSIVE™ SCELLEYE™
 Natural Growth Factor-EGF obtained in plant biofactories   Natural Growth Factor-EGF obtained in plant biofactories  

It reduces wrinkles

It provides proteins from the dermis (collagen, elastin and hyaluronic 
acid) for the right content of the extracellular matrix in mature skin. 

It increases the regeneration of the skin that is lost with age.

It detoxifies: activates the internal detoxification mechanisms of the skin.

It reactivates, regenerates and redensifies the skin.

It protects cell proteins from UVB radiation.

It improves dark circles around the eyes.

Anti-ageing efficacy * Detoxification of the eye contour

Anti-ageing efficacy *


